PRELIMINARY ROUND

FULL TIME REPORT

09.12.00 Start Time: 19:00

YUG 19 vs 26 FRA
(10-12)

YUGOSLAVIA

Headcoach: MILATOVIC,Milorad

FRANCE

Headcoach: KRUMBHOLZ,Olivier

YUG  -  FRA

RUNNING SCORE

YUG  -  FRA

TOTAL SCORE

YUG  -  FRA

Attacks

Team All Majority Minority Pos. FB Ind. FB Team FB TF Key:

G/Att. % G/Att. % G/Att. % G/Att. % G/Att. % G/Att. % G/Att. %

YUG 19/62 31 2/6 33 19/62 31 25 40

FRA 26/61 43 3/8 38 19/53 36 7/8 88 7/8 88 17 28

Key:

6mC : 6 Metre Centre Shots
Wing : Wing Shots
9m : 9 Metre Shots
7mP : 7 Metre Penalty Shots

FB : All Fast Breaks
BT : Breakthroughs
TP : Time Played
% : Efficiency

TF : Technical Faults
RC : Red Cards
2M : 2 Minute Suspensions
YC : Yellow Cards

Ind. FB : Individual Fast Breaks
Team FB : Team Fast Breaks
Majority : Player Majority
Minority : Player Minority

G / Att. : Goals / Attacks
BS : Blocked Shots